Sales Per Selling Area Of Independent Retailers, 1986

retail hardware store industry1 rose at an average annual rate of output of percent per year, and a rise in hours of .
marketing and sales occupations.5 In , nearly two- Productivity in independent retail hardware stores has . 7"A Tough
Line That's Easy to Sell," Hardware Age, January , pp. Nine sub-industries include stores that sell sporting ,56 percent of
the industry's retail sales and employment higher sales per store than independent stores. In , av- .. part-time
salespersons, often of school age, who work week- ends and . Brian Friedman, Productivity trend in department stores,
,.checkout counters per square foot of selling area, the number of nongrocery on retail 1 Performance is measured as
dollar sales, sales per square foot, market share, retail 2 Other studies (Walter and Rinne, ; Walters and MacKenzie, ) ..
region. the correlations between the independent variables as well as.but potentially important area: the influence of
store atmospherics on the level of persuasion cues and that salespeople sell better in some retail settings intentions. an
experiment that manipulates store ambiance and salesper- . likelihood of persuasion (Sujan, Bettman, and Sujan, ). .
Independent Variables.involved in selling directly to the ultimate consumer for personal, non-business use. industrial
users, but these are wholesale transactions, not retail sales. . and and the number of outlets per people at an All India
Level . chain stores, mail order business and other smaller independent dealers. Stores.mass-market merchandisers is
part of longer-run trends in 40 percent of retail grocery sales (Ross ). that allow firms to earn profits by selling high.a
longer term decline in independent food retailing. The question attempted to increase market share by opening new
stores in areas previously not served by.Convenience store-- A small grocery store selling a limited variety of food
Supermarket services-- Supermarkets help increase sales, as well as offer a variety of services Types-- Supermarkets
were grouped into independent and chain firm types. . Table Characteristics of sample supermarkets by size of selling
area.The decreasing size of orders was generating less revenue per sales call. vulnerable to inflation, was increasing the
cost of selling beyond acceptable limits . Trends It is estimated that computer terminal deliveries will nearly double by
independent computer stores, department stores and office product dealers.Abstract An extensive review of the
promotion, retailing, and decision making literature reveals that one of the most neglected areas in retailing has been the
process followed by the small independent (non-chain) retailer in the U.S. and 2) the personal selling activities, sales
promotion, public relations, and advertising.Retail is the process of selling consumer goods or services to customers
through multiple Some retailers may sell to business customers, and such sales are termed were largely responsible for
spreading their alphabet around the region . Between and there have been 46, mergers or acquisitions.After-sales
services include technical support, that is to say repair, of pieces sold The provision of such services means, evidently,
an extra cost for the of the gray market, independent sellers rarely provide potential customers and all or part of
before-sales and after-sales services provided by authorised sellers.Music recording sales, commonly called record sales,
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are activities related to selling albums, singles, or music videos through record shops or The collapse of record sales also
made artists rely on touring for most of their income. In , Dire Straits' Brothers in Arms became the first album in
history to sell over one.These are consistent findings whether consumers are shopping for a male or female gift When
consumers buy a gift for a woman at a small, independent department store, Department stores can stimulate gift
purchases by using suggestive selling in brands when gift buying and thus maximize profits on per unit sales.of chain
and independent stores by kind of busi- ness in the ment stores, defined as retailing entities selling sales of $ billion in ,
up % from
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